
                                Mini LED Projector Comes With Big Functionality And Small Price 

THE days of the two hundred dollar mini projector that only allows for one port are over according to 

LED projector specialist Chinavasion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Miniview projector comes with no less than seven ports and inputs including a HDMI cable and TV 

Coaxial cable input allowing the user to plug the projector into almost anything and use it for a 

multitude of purposes. 

"How many other LED projectors can be plugged straight into a home entertainment system with the 

expectation that they will work perfectly?" asked Li. 

"I suspect that it is a list of one." 

While the Miniview budget micro projector might have a price tag that makes other models look 

ridiculously overpriced Li says that the manufacturer has done a great deal to ensure that the Miniview 

is still a high performing micro projector." 

"With an 100 inch wide projection, 200: 1 contrast and 1.67 million color projection the Miniview is a 

high performing video projector," says Li. 

"It has to be, with the Coaxial cable its only a matter of time before someone plugs it into their cable box 

and uses it to enjoy shows like the Walking Dead and Supernatural in its full 100 inch glory." 

However, Li says the mini projector is still small and hardy enough to throw into a briefcase and take 

anywhere around the world. 

“With the capacity to hold up to 32GB in external storage and a lamp that has been tested to stand up to 

20000 hours of constant usage, customers can be sure the Miniview will stand up to the rigors of daily 

life.” 

The company is putting out a 550 

gram projector that doesn't only cost 

less than half the price tag of name 

brand projector, it also comes with 

twice the functionality according to 

Rose Li, PR manager for the projector 

specialist. 

"This mini projector is not only small 

on size it's also small on price," says 

Li. 

 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/LED_Projectors/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/LED_Projectors/Mini_Projectors/Budget_Video_Projector_MiniView_-_1.67_Million_Colors_200_1_Coaxial_TV_Input/


With more than 360,000 satisfied customers shopping from almost every corner of the world 

Chinavasion has proven itself to be the destination for hot gadgets like LED projectors. 

To learn more visit Chinavasion's wholesale electronics store 

http://www.chinavasion.com/

